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Quick Reference Guide (QRG) 
Processing Medication Requests 
This QRG will show relevant pharmacy staff how to: 

• Process inpatient medication requests from nurses and other clinicians, outside of standard 
pharmacy hours and for areas which do not have a regular pharmacy service  

• Change the Pharmacy Patient Monitor filter  

Process Medication Requests from the Pharmacy Patient Monitor 

1. Open the Pharmacy Patient Monitor from the EMR toolbar above the banner bar 

 
2. Select the ‘view type’ you want to use between ‘patient centric’ or ‘order centric’.  

 
An ‘order centric’ view will list out inpatient medication orders according to medication order: 

 
 

The ‘patient centric’ view  will list out inpatient orders according to the patients which the 
medication order has been requested for.  
 Note: all the following steps in this QRG will apply to the ‘patient centric’ view 
 

3. Search for the patient using the most convenient filtering method. Click on the drop down arrow 
to select a filter option. 
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4. Click on the patient 
5. The number on the patient’s bar corresponds to the total number of active inpatient medications 

AND medication requests 
 

 
6. The Inpatient Orders list the medications currently ordered on the patient’s MAR 

 

 
7. The Medication Request list corresponds to selected medications from the MAR which a nurse 

or other clinician has requested for supply by pharmacy, due to unavailability on the ward 
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8. Select all the medication requests for processing and click ‘Process’. Selected items will be 
highlighted in blue.  

 
9. An external window will open. Select an action for the individual medication requests.  

Medications actioned as ‘accept’ will result in ‘PharmNet’ (Medication Manager) opening, 
allowing for verification or re-supply to occur. Medications actioned as ‘decline’ will not be 
actioned through PharmNet and will appear with a status of ‘declined’ in the Med Request menu 
of the patient’s record. Selecting ‘none’ will keep the medication request in the medication 
request screen until an ‘accept’ or ‘decline’ action is performed. 

10. Once Accept/ Decline/ None has been selected for each medication, click the Done button to 
complete the action for the selected medications. 

 
 
 

11. Once the ‘Done’ button is clicked, the action taken, and any comments entered will be viewable 
in the ‘Medication Requests’ menu of the patient’s PowerChart profile with a time-stamp of when 
the medication request was processed.  
 

NOTE: This time stamp does not correspond to when the medication supply is ready to be delivered 
to the ward. The time stamp only corresponds to when the medication was processed and actioned 
in ‘Pharmacy Patient Monitor’ by the pharmacist/technician.  

Change the Pharmacy Patient Monitor Filter: Patient-Centric View  

1. Within the Pharmacy Patient Monitor screen, click on the cog icon and select Create/Edit 
View. 

 

 
2.  An external window will open. In the Create/Edit View window, select Pharmacy Work Item 

Types and click Update. 
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3. To view only Medication Requests in the Pharmacy Patient Monitor, select Medication 

Requests and move this item to the Selected Filter(s) category; whilst leaving Inpatient 
Orders in the Available Filter(s) category. 

       
4. Click ‘OK’.  
5. This filter can be saved by selecting Save View.  
 
NOTE: Once this filter is applied the number on the patient’s bar only corresponds to the 
total number of medication requests. 
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NOTE: From the Create/Edit View, you can also modify your columns for the Order-Centric view, by 
selecting the ‘Columns’ tab, selecting ‘Order Centric Columns’ and then selecting ‘Update’ 

 

You will then be able to select the or hide the columns you would like to appear on the order-centric 
view 
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